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Foreword
At HSBC, our purpose is to help our customers fulfil their hopes and realise their
ambitions. We enable them and their families to manage their financial affairs
today, while planning their long-term financial future.
I am therefore delighted to introduce the latest report in The Future of Retirement
series of global research studies, commissioned by HSBC. Choices for later life
is our eleventh report, and it examines the thoughts and expectations of people
working towards their retirement and of those who have already reached this
stage in their lives.
In this report, we see that the concept of retirement is changing. Retirement
was often seen as a ‘full stop’ to a working life, but in today’s world, the process
is often more of a gradual transition, with many opting for a move into semiretirement first.
For some, later life offers choices: to continue to work in a career they enjoy,
to work fewer hours, or to change jobs for an alternative occupation. Others,
however, may be obliged to keep working long after they had hoped to retire.
Many people also have to decide what to do with the wealth accumulated during
their career. Save it in order to pass on to the next generation as an inheritance?
Or spend it, and let the next generation create its own wealth? The research
reveals differing approaches around the world, and that many working age people
are relying on some kind of inheritance to help fund their retirement plans – even
though the prospect of receiving one is often uncertain.
In an uncertain world, making the right financial choices early on is vital in
achieving aspirations for life after work. We hope these research insights and
practical steps will help people to plan for a better retirement
Charlie Nunn
Group Head of Wealth Management, HSBC
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More than a fifth (22%) of retirees have been through a period of semi-retirement,
while over half (56%) of working age people plan a period of semi-retirement before
they fully retire.
More than half (54%) of working age people who plan to semi-retire want to stay in
the same job or career but work fewer hours. Among those who have already had a
period of semi-retirement, almost one in 10 (9%) put this down to no longer being
able to find full time employment.
Working age people have many aspirations for their retirement. Spending more time
with friends and family is the most popular, with over half (55%) looking forward
to this. Frequent holidays (45%) and extensive travel (38%) are also common
aspirations.
Learning a new skill or hobby has more appeal for younger working age people. A
third (34%) of people aged 25-44 wish to learn a new skill or hobby when they retire,
whereas fewer (23%) people aged 65+ plan to do so. This age difference among preretirees is also true for starting a business: 25% of younger people aspire to do this,
compared to 16% of older people.

Almost three-quarters (73%) of retirees have been unable to realise at least one of
their hopes and aspirations since retiring.

More than one in five (21%) working age people believe that it is better to spend all
your money and let the next generation create its own wealth, while13% agree that it
is better to save as much money as possible to pass on to the next generation.
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While nearly three-quarters (74%) of working age people expect to leave an
inheritance to their children, less than a third (32%) have received one, including just
36% of those aged 45-64. For those aged 65+, the proportion is less than half (48%).
Nearly two thirds (66%) of working age people who have received or expect to
receive an inheritance believe it will help to fund their retirement, while more than a
quarter (27%) expect it will completely or largely fund it.

More than three-quarters (78%) of working age people and three in five (60%)
retirees provide regular financial support to at least one other person.

More than two in five (41%) retirees worry about being able to financially support
their family or friends when retired, while 40% are concerned about being reliant on
family or friends for financial support in retirement.

More than two in five (41%) working age people plan to move when they retire. Of
these, almost half (46%) plan to move from their town or city to a rural area.

Among working age people, 17% are planning to move abroad when they retire. The
USA (19%), Australia (17%), Canada (16%) and New Zealand (16%) are the most
popular destinations.
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Executive summary
The rise of
semi-retirement
The reality of retirement is
evolving and semi-retirement
- working fewer hours and/
or changing jobs - is becoming
widespread around the world.
More than a fifth (22%) of retirees
have been through a period of
semi-retirement and over half
(56%) of working age people are
planning to semi-retire before
they fully retire. Semi-retirement
is particularly appealing in Asia;
almost four in five working age
people in Indonesia (77%) and
around two thirds in Malaysia
(64%), Singapore (62%) and
Taiwan (62%) expect to change
jobs and/or reduce their hours
before they stop work completely.
The majority (54%) of working
age people who aim to semi-retire
plan to stay in the same job but
work fewer hours, however less
than half (45%) of retirees who
initially semi-retired achieved this.
Finding work in the lead up to full
retirement can be difficult. Among
those who have already had a
period of semi-retirement, almost
one in 10 (9%) put this down to
no longer being able to find full
time employment.
Semi-retirement is a positive
choice for some. More than a
third (34%) of retirees say they
wanted to keep physically or
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mentally active after stopping fulltime work. For others, it is more
of a necessity. One in 10 retirees
could not immediately afford to
retire full time (11%) or needed
to bridge a shortfall in retirement
income (10%). One in six (17%)
say health reasons or physical
demands prompted their semiretirement.

The hopes and
dreams of a
new retirement
generation
For many working age people,
retirement is a time to do what
you want, with whom you want.
Over half (55%) of working age
people want to spend more
time with friends and family,
while frequent holidays (45%)
and extensive travel (38%) are
also common. A third (33%) of
working age people expect to
take on charity or voluntary work
when they retire.
There are, however, differences
between the retirement
aspirations of younger and older
working age people. More than
two in five (41%) people aged
25-44 want to travel extensively
in retirement, compared to less
than a third (30%) of people aged
65+. A quarter (25%) of younger
people hope to start a business in
retirement, compared to just one
in six (16%) older people.
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These aspirations are not always
achievable - almost three-quarters
(73%) of retirees have been
unable to realise at least one of
their hopes and aspirations since
retiring. Unachieved aspirations
include extensive travel (21%),
frequent holidays (18%) and living
abroad (17%).

You can’t take
it with you
Should you spend your money
now or save it to pass on to
your children? More than one in
five (21%) working age people
say that it is better to spend all
your money and let the next
generation create its own wealth.
Comparatively few (13%) say that
it is better to save as much money
as possible to pass on to the next
generation.
However, attitudes vary around
the world. More than a quarter
of working age people in Hong
Kong (28%), Canada (27%), the
UK (26%) and Australia (26%)
agree that it is better to spend
all your money than save it for
your children. However a similar
proportion of working age people
in Indonesia (28%) believe the
opposite – that you should save
as much as possible to pass on to
the next generation – followed by
Taiwan (18%), Malaysia (15%), the
UAE (15%) and Mexico (15%).
Inheritance is seen as the norm.
Almost three-quarters (74%)

of working age people expect
to leave an inheritance to their
children – and almost twothirds (66%) of those who have
received or expect to receive an
inheritance are relying on it to
help fund their retirement, while
more than a quarter (27%) expect
it will completely or largely fund it.
However, less than a third
(32%) have actually received an
inheritance, including just 36% of
those aged 45-64. For those aged
65+, the proportion is less than
half (48%).

Give a little,
take a little
Three in five (60%) retirees and
more than three-quarters (78%)
of working age people provide
regular financial support to at least
one other person. For pre-retirees,
nearly two in five (37%) support
a spouse or partner and around a
third (30%) support children under
16. In emerging economies, the
proportion is greater - in India,
nine in 10 (90%) working age
people regularly support one or
more people financially, and this
is higher still in Indonesia (96%),
Malaysia (92%) and the UAE
(92%).
However, financial support can
work both ways: 44% of working
age people and almost two in five
(39%) retirees currently receive
regular financial support from
someone else.

Families and finances can be
a worrying mix. Two in five
(41%) retirees are concerned
about being able to financially
support their family or friends in
retirement, while 40% are worried
about being reliant on family or
friends for financial support when
retired. Working age people are
even more anxious. Almost three
in five (59%) are worried about
being able to support their family
or friends financially after retiring,
and a similar proportion (56%) are
concerned about being reliant on
them for financial support during
retirement.
Healthcare costs, too, are a
major source of worry. For threequarters (75%) of working age
people, the cost of healthcare
in retirement is a concern, as is
becoming ill and therefore being
unable to generate income (72%).
Of those working age people who
already financially support elderly
relatives or friends, more than
four in five (81%) are concerned
about the cost of their healthcare.

Location, location,
location
For working age people,
retirement often includes a
change of scenery, with two
in five (41%) planning to move
once they have stopped working.
Almost half (46%) plan to move
from their town or city to a rural
area. Among retirees who have

moved, almost two in five (38%)
chose to move to rural areas.
Why move to the country? Nearly
three in five (57%) working age
people who plan to move are
seeking a more relaxed lifestyle in
retirement. A third (33%) would
like to benefit from lower living
costs and nearly a quarter (23%)
from cheaper rent or property
prices when they retire.
While nearly a quarter (24%) of
working age people plan to move
but stay in the same country,
a further 17% plan to move
abroad. The USA (19%), Australia
(17%), Canada (16%) and New
Zealand (16%) are the most
popular international retirement
destinations.
Decisions about where to retire
are often based on geographical
proximity, although historical,
cultural and economic factors can
also play their part. For example,
of working age people who plan
to move to another country,
around half in Brazil (49%) and
Mexico (48%) would like to retire
to the USA, and around two
in five in Singapore (43%) and
Malaysia (37%) want to retire to
Australia.
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56%
of working age
people plan to
semi-retire

The rise of semi-retirement
Traditionally, retirement is seen as
a full stop to working life: a switch
from a hectic, demanding lifestyle
to something slower paced. In
today’s world, this change is
often more gradual. Many people
are exploring the idea of semiretirement – working fewer hours
and/or changing to a different job
– to help ease their transition into
full retirement.

Easing into full
retirement
Among those who are fully
retired, almost a quarter (22%)
semi-retired before they stopped
paid employment completely. This
is particularly common in Asia,
where around a third of retirees
in Hong Kong (35%), Singapore
(34%), Indonesia (32%) and
Taiwan (31%) initially semi-retired.
Outside Asia, semi-retirement is
less common. Less than a fifth
of retirees in Canada (17%) and
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Mexico (15%) had any kind of
semi-retirement and in France,
less than one in 10 (7%) semiretired. The UK, however, is an
exception where nearly three in
10 (29%) fully retired people had
a stage of semi-retirement before
stopping work altogether.

An attractive
prospect?
For working age people, semiretirement can be an attractive
prospect. Over half (56%) say
that they plan a period of semiretirement before they stop work
completely. This is higher among
those aged 25-44, of whom nearly
three in five (58%) plan to semiretire, while just over half (54%)
of those aged 45+ plan to do so.
Appetite for semi-retirement
is particularly high in Asian
countries. Over three-quarters of
working age people in Indonesia
(77%) plan to semi-retire, as do
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almost two thirds in Malaysia
(64%) Singapore (62%) and
Taiwan (62%).
Outside Asia, the prospect of
semi-retirement is less appealing.
Less than half of working age
people in the UK (47%), Canada
(45%), and the USA (42%)
are planning a period of semiretirement – and under a third
(32%) in France.

More working age people plan to semi-retire in the future than today’s fully retired people did
Average
France

32%

7%

USA
Canada

56%

22%

42%

22%

45%

17%

UK

47%

29%

Australia

51%

22%

India

54%

23%

Turkey

58%

26%

Hong Kong
UAE
Mexico
Brazil

35%

58%
59%

Fully retired data not available

59%

15%

62%

21%

Taiwan

31%

Singapore

34%

Malaysia

32%
Working age people

62%
64%

24%

Indonesia

62%

77%

Fully retired people

Q. Which of the following best describes your plans before you stop paid employment completely? (Base: Working age people)
Q. Which of the following best describes your employment status before you stopped paid employment completely? (Base: Fully
retired people)
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The life of a
semi-retiree
Semi-retirement can mean
working fewer hours for some
and/or switching to a different job
for others.
More than half (54%) of working
age people who plan to semiretire want to do so by staying
in the same job or career but
working fewer hours, yet just
under half (45%) of retirees who
semi-retired actually did this.

More working age people plan to semi-retire by working fewer hours in the same job

Working age

54%

36%

10%

Same job
Reduced hours

Different job
Reduced hours

Different job
Same hours

Fully retired

45%
Same job
Reduced hours

44%

Different job
Reduced hours

11%

Different job
Same hours

Q. Which of the following best describes your plans before you stop paid employment completely? (Base: Working age people
who plan to semi-retire)
Q. Which of the following best describes your employment status before you stopped paid employment completely? (Base: All
who semi-retired before fully retiring)
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Choice or necessity

More than one in five (22%) semiretired to reduce stress.

Many retirees chose semiretirement for positive or
proactive reasons.
More than a third (34%) did so
to keep active or keep their brain
alert, three in 10 (29%) because
they liked working and 26%
because they did not want to fully
retire immediately.

However, one in six (17%) retirees
say health reasons or physical
demands prompted their move
into semi-retirement.
For others, the reasons for semiretiring are financially driven.
More than one in 10 (11%) could
not afford to immediately retire

full time. A similar proportion
chose semi-retirement to bridge
a shortfall in retirement income
(10%) or because they were
no longer able to find full time
employment (9%).
Family commitments prompted
some to semi-retire, with 7%
doing so to support family
members past their normal
retirement age.

More people semi-retired by choice than necessity
Keep active/keep my brain alert

34%

Like working

29%

Didn`t want to retire full time immediately

26%

Reduce stress
7%
9%
10%
11%
17%

22%
Have/had family members to support past normal retirement age
No longer able to find full time employment
Bridge a shortfall in retirement income
Unable to afford to retire full time
Health reasons/physical demands

Q. Why did you move from working full-time into semi-retirement before retiring fully? (Base: All who semi-retired)
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From semi-retirement
to full retirement
Not all working age people expect
to phase their retirement. Although
more than half (56%) plan a period
of semi-retirement, about a third
(34%) plan to switch straight from
work to full retirement, while 10%
expect never to be able to afford to
fully retire.

Expectations also vary by country.
In France, about three in five
(61%) working age people plan to
remain in the same job or career
working the same hours, until
they retire fully. This expectation
is shared by just under half (45%)
of working age people in the USA
and around two in five (43%) in
the UK.

In contrast, less than a third of
working age people in Taiwan
(30%), Malaysia (31%) and India
(31%) plan to move straight
into full retirement. Even fewer
working age people in Indonesia
(18%), Singapore (24%) and Brazil
(28%) plan to move from full time
work into full time retirement.

More than half of working age people plan to semi-retire

34%

Fully retire straight
from work

56%

Semi-retire before
fully retiring

10%

Never fully
retire

Q. Realistically, when do you expect to be able to afford to fully retire from all paid employment? (Base: Working age people)
Q. Which of the following best describes your plans before you stop paid employment completely? (Base: Working age people)
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10%
of working age
people expect never
to be able to afford
to fully retire

The retirement plans of working age people vary by country
Average
Indonesia

34%
18%

Malaysia
Brazil
Singapore
Taiwan
UAE
Mexico
Turkey

31%
28%

Australia

10%
77%

5%

64%

5%

62%

24%

62%

33%
34%
35%
36%

7%

58%

7%

Semi-retire before fully retiring

6%
14%
16%
10%
15%

42%
61%

Fully retire straight from work

59%

45%
45%

France

8%

47%

40%

USA

59%

51%
43%

Canada

8%

54%

34%

UK

62%

58%

31%

10%
15%

30%

Hong Kong
India

56%

13%
32%

6%

Never fully retire

Q. Realistically, when do you expect to be able to afford to fully retire from all paid employment? (Base: Working age people)
Q. Which of the following best describes your plans before you stop paid employment completely? (Base: Working age people)
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73%
of retirees unable
to realise at least
one of their hopes
and dreams since
retiring

The hopes and dreams of a
new retirement generation
Retirement can mean the
freedom to spend more time
doing what you want, with whom
you want – and many working age
people aspire to do just that.

Friends and family,
body and soul
An aspiration of more than half
(55%) of working age people
around the world is to spend
more time with friends and family
when they retire. Almost half
(45%) aspire to take frequent
holidays in their retirement and
two in five (38%) want to travel
extensively.
There is also a desire for selfimprovement and to give back
to society. Around a third of
working age people want to take
more exercise or play more sport
(33%), or learn a new skill or
hobby (32%) when they retire.
A similar proportion (33%) want
to get involved in charity or
voluntary work.
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Emerging aspirations

than a third (30%) of pre-retirees
aged 65+ aspire to this.

There are, however, some notable
differences in the aspirations of
younger working age people and
their older counterparts. While
more than two in five (41%) preretirees aged 25-44 want to travel
extensively in their retirement, less

Likewise, a third (34%) of these
younger working age people aspire
to learn a new skill or hobby in
their retirement, compared to less
than a quarter (23%) of the older
pre-retirees. When it comes to

The most popular hopes and aspirations for retirement

55%

Spending more time with friends and family

45%

Frequent holidays

38%

Extensive travel

33%

Taking more exercise/playing more sport

33%

Charity/voluntary work

Q. Many people have specific hopes and aspirations for their retirement. Which, if
any, of the following are important aspirations for you? (Base: Working age people)
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starting a business in retirement,
the difference is even starker: a
quarter (25%) of these younger
working age people hope to do
this in retirement, compared to
just one in six (16%) of those
48% older pre-retirees.

Money matters
What stands in the way of
people fulfilling their retirement
aspirations?
Money is a major factor. More
than a fifth (21%) of retirees have
not managed to travel extensively
as they had hoped to in later life,
while almost one fifth of retirees
have not been able to realise their

Making dreams a
reality

retirement ambitions of frequent
holidays (18%), living abroad
(17%) or buying a new car or
other expensive item (17%).

As people live longer, healthier
lives, retirement funding becomes
an ever more important factor in
enjoying later life.

Aspirations requiring time rather
than money are more likely to
have been achieved. Over half
(58%) of retirees say that they
have been able to spend more
time with friends and family in
retirement.

While over a quarter (27%) of
working age people expect to
continue working to some extent
during retirement, more than one
in 10 (12%) retirees were unable
to keep working - even with
reduced hours or in a different job.

In addition, 39% of retirees
were able to conduct home
improvements or gardening as
planned and 28% achieved their
wish to do charity or voluntary
work.

Almost three-quarters (73%) of
retirees say they had not been
able to realise at least one of their
hopes or aspirations since retiring.

Retirees have been unable to achieve many of their retirement aspirations
Extensive travel
Frequent holidays

30%

21%

38%

18%

Buying a new car/other expensive item

17%

Living abroad

17%

Starting a business

14%
5%

Learning a foreign language

14%

Writing a book

14%

Continuing to work to some extent

7%

15%

7%
5%

Further education

11%

Learning new skill/hobby

10%

Taking more exercise/playing more sport

10%

Charity/voluntary work

9%

Home improvements/gardening

9%

Spending more time with friends and family

17%

12%
6%

21%
33%
28%
39%
58%

6%
Not achieved

Achieved

Q. Many people have specific hopes and aspirations for their retirement. Which, if any, of the following have you been able to
realise since retiring? (Base: Retirees)
Q. Which, if any, of the following hopes and aspirations have you been unable to realise since retiring? (Base: Retirees)
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You can’t take it with you
When asked whether it is better
to spend all of your money or save
as much as possible to pass on to
the next generation, the majority
(66%) of working age people take
a balanced view, believing that it
is better to spend some money
and save some to pass on.

Other countries with a higher
proportion of pre-retirees who
believe it is better to save than

spend include Taiwan (18%),
Malaysia (15%), UAE (15%)
and Mexico (15%).

Attitudes toward spending and saving are divided

However not everyone agrees.
More than one in five (21%)
working age people believe that it
is better to spend all your money
and let the next generation create
their own wealth. Comparatively
few (13%) agree that it is better to
save as much money as possible
to pass on to the next generation.

Live for now…

13

%

Attitudes towards spending
and saving vary from country to
country. Over a quarter of preretirees in Hong Kong (28%),
Canada (27%), the UK (26%) and
Australia (26%) say that it is better
to spend all your money and let
the next generation create its own
wealth.

21

Save as much money
as possible to pass on
to the next generation

%

Spend all your money and
let the next generation
create its own wealth

In contrast, fewer working age
people in Mexico (12%), the UAE
(15%) and Indonesia (16%) agree
that it’s better to spend all your
money.

…or save for the
next generation
Indonesia has the highest
proportion of working age people
– more than a quarter (28%) –
who agree that it is better to save
as much money as possible to
pass on to the next generation.

18

66

%

Spend some and save some money
to pass on to the next generation

Q. Which of the following statements best describes your attitude to spending and
saving? (Base: Working age people)
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The ‘spend versus
save’ gap
A greater proportion of working
age people worldwide subscribe
to the view that it is better to
spend all your money and let the
next generation create its own
wealth (21%), compared to those
who believe it is better to save as
much money as possible to pass
onto the next generation (13%).
This represents a global average
‘spend versus save’ gap of 8%.
The gap is most evident in more
developed economies. The
UK has the widest gap (21%),
followed by Canada (20%) and
Australia (19%). In each of these
countries, less than one in 10
working age people say that it is
better to save as much money as
possible to pass on to the next
generation.
Working age people in the
majority of countries favour
spending over saving, showing a
net ‘spend versus save’ gap. The
UAE is the only country where
the proportion of working age
spenders and savers are identical,
with 15% in each group.
Conversely, Indonesia (28%
savers versus 16% spenders) and
Mexico (15% savers versus 12%
spenders) are the two countries
where the proportion of preretirees who believe it is better to
save as much money as possible
to pass on to the next generation
outweighs those who say it is
better to spend all your money
now.

The joy of giving
Despite this overall preference for
spending versus saving, almost
three-quarters (74%) of working
age people still expect to leave an
inheritance to their children.
As life expectancy increases,
the ability to leave an inheritance
becomes less certain. Indeed,
not all working age people
are confident they will be in a
position to leave an inheritance
to their children. Less than a

Attitudes toward spending and saving vary across the world
‘Spend It is better to save as much
It is better to spend all your
versus
money and let the next generation
money as possible to pass
create its own wealth save’ gap on to the next generation

Average
UK
Canada
Australia
Hong Kong
USA
France
India
Brazil
Turkey
Singapore
Malaysia
Taiwan
UAE

21%

8%

26%
27%
26%

5%

20%

7%

19%

7%

14%

23%
21%

9%

22%

9%

18%

8%

20%

7%

18%

6%

19%

4%

21%

3%
15%

Mexico
Indonesia

21%

16%

28%

12%
16%

13%

12%
9%
12%
13%
10%
13%
12%
15%
18%

0%

15%

-3%

15%

-12%

28%

Q. Which of the following statements best describes your attitude to spending and
saving? (Base: Working age people)

third (29%) definitely expect to
do so, just over a fifth (22%) say
they probably will, and a similar
proportion (23%) agree they
possibly will leave an inheritance
to their children.
Confidence in being able to leave
an inheritance to one’s children
varies considerably across the
world. Half (50%) of pre-retirees
in India definitely expect to leave
an inheritance to their children,
with a similar proportion in
Malaysia (47%) and the UAE
(45%). In contrast, less than a fifth
of pre-retirees in Singapore (18%),
Canada (16%) and Hong Kong
(14%) are similarly confident.

Inheritance – don’t
bank on it
Less than a third (32%) of
working age people have received

an inheritance. While this is
more understandable among
younger working age people, the
proportion of older people who
have received an inheritance is
also lower - just over a third (36%)
of working age people aged 45-64
have received an inheritance,
while for those aged 65+, the
proportion is still less than half
(48%).
Despite this, many working age
people are banking on receiving
an inheritance. Almost two
thirds (66%) of those who have
received or expect to receive an
inheritance believe that it will
help to fund their retirement,
while more than a quarter (27%)
expect it will completely or largely
fund it. To avoid disappointment
in later life, working age people
need to consider what happens
if an inheritance is lower than
expected - or doesn’t come at all.
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Give a little, take a little
least one other person – and
this proportion is even greater in
Indonesia (96%), Malaysia (92%)
and the UAE (92%).

Many retirees, too, have similar
financial commitments, providing
financial support to spouses,
children or grandchildren, even
though they themselves have
stopped working full time.

Most working age people provide regular financial support to at least
one dependant

With rising life expectancy,
financial dependants include not
only children and grandchildren
but also elderly parents, and here
too numbers vary considerably

28%

It’s a family affair
Around the world, more than
three-quarters (78%) of working
age people provide regular
financial support to at least one
other person. Nearly two in
five (37%) support a spouse or
partner, and more than a quarter
(28%) support one or more
parents.

21%

The proportion of people providing
regular financial support to
dependants varies considerably
around the world, particularly
between emerging and developed
economies. In India, nine in 10
(90%) pre-retirees support at

Parent(s)

37%
5%

Grandchildren

One or more
grown-up children
(aged 16+)
Spouse or partner

30%
One or more
children aged
under 16

Many children require continuing
support into their adult years.
Three in 10 (30%) working age
people have children under 16
to whom they provide regular
financial support, and more than
one in five (21%) support grownup children aged 16+.
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across the globe. Around half of
working age people in Malaysia
(51%), Singapore (51%), the UAE
(50%) and Hong Kong (49%)
support one or more parents
financially. By contrast, fewer than
one in 10 working age people in
Australia (8%), Canada (7%) and
the UK (5%) support their parents
financially.

For working age people around
the world, financial decisions
are often more complicated than
deciding whether to spend their
money or pass it on. Many already
have dependants - including
spouses, children or ageing
parents – to whom they provide
financial support already. Others
will themselves depend on
receiving financial support from
family or friends.

Elderly relative
or friend

4%

78

%

of working age people
financially support at least
one dependant

Q. To whom, if anyone, do you currently provide regular financial support?
(Base: Working age people)
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78%
of working age
people provide
regular financial
support to at least
one other person
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41%
of retirees worry
about being able to
financially support
their family or
friends

A squeezed middle

A two-way street

Many working age people provide
regular financial support to their
grown-up children as well as to
their elderly parents.

While many pre-retirees provide
regular financial support for
family or other dependants, 44%
receive regular financial support
from family or friends. For over a
quarter (26%) of pre-retirees, this
support comes from a spouse or
partner. Around one in 10 (12%)
regularly receive money from their
parents and a smaller proportion
(7%) from their grown-up children.

This is particularly true for preretirees aged 25-44, with a high
proportion of this younger age
group ‘giving up’ to parents
(35%) and/or ‘giving down’ to
their children under 16 (36%) or
to grown up children aged 16+
(10%).
Even among retirees, the figure is
high. Three in five retirees (60%)
provide regular financial support
to at least one other person. Just
under a third (32%) of retirees
support a spouse or partner,
almost a quarter (22%) regularly
give to grown-up children aged
16+ and more than one in 10
(12%) do so for grandchildren.
Retirees in Turkey (47%),
Malaysia (39%) and Brazil (35%)
are the most likely to provide
regular financial support to grownup children.
In Indonesia, financial
dependants are most likely to be
grandchildren, with just under half
(45%) of retirees providing this
assistance, compared to around a
quarter of retirees in India (24%),
Turkey (22%) and Malaysia (21%).
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At the same time, almost two
in five (39%) retirees receive
regular financial support. The most
common sources of support are
a spouse or partner (16%) and
grown-up children (16%).

Financial concerns in
retirement
For those who are retired,
families and finances can be a
worrying mix. Around two in five
(41%) retirees are concerned
about being able to financially
support their family or friends
in retirement, while 40% are
worried about being reliant on
family or friends for financial
support when retired.
For working age people, this is
an even bigger worry. Almost
three in five (59%) are concerned
about being able to financially
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support their family or friends
after retiring. A similar proportion
(56%) worry about being reliant
on family or friends for financial
support during their own
retirement.

Healthcare in later
life
There are other major worries
too. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of
retirees are concerned about
the cost of healthcare and nearly
three in five (57%) about the cost
of a care home or nursing home
in retirement. Nearly half (46%)
are worried about becoming ill
and therefore being unable to
generate an income.
Working age people show greater
concern in this area than retirees.
For around three-quarters
of pre-retirees, the cost of
healthcare (75%) and becoming
ill and therefore being unable
to generate income (72%) are
concerns. More than three in five
(63%) are worried about the cost
of a care home or nursing home.
Of those working age people
who already financially support
elderly relatives or friends,
more than four in five (81%) are
concerned about the cost of
their healthcare and seven in 10
(70%) about the cost of their care
home/nursing home.
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Location, location, location
Retirement is a time of change.

Why move?

For working age people,
retirement expectations can
include a change of scenery,
with more than two in five
(41%) planning to move once
they have stopped working. Of
these, almost half (46%) plan to
move from their town or city to
a rural area when they retire, and
nearly two in five (38%) retirees
who moved when they stopped
working now live in rural areas.

There are many reasons, both
personal and practical, why
today’s working age people want
to move when they retire.

Spending more time with family
during retirement is a motive for
many pre-retirees, with more than
a quarter (27%) wanting to move
to be closer to family.
Economic factors are also
important. Of those working
age people who plan to move in
retirement, a third (33%) want
to do so to benefit from lower
living costs, while nearly a quarter
(23%) would like to benefit from
cheaper rent or property prices
when they retire.

Quality of life is important. Nearly
three in five (57%) are seeking
a more relaxed lifestyle. Better
weather is a key factor for two in
five (38%) and nearly a quarter
want the opportunity to broaden
their horizons (24%) or enjoy
cultural experiences (24%).

Working age people have a greater desire to move to rural areas for their retirement
Move from

Move to
46%
28%
Rural

Town/city
38%
51%
Town/city

Town/city
10%
10%
Town/city

Rural
6%
11%
Rural
Working age people

Rural
Retirees

Q. Which of the following best describes where you moved to? (Base: Retirees who moved since retiring)
Q. Which of the following best describes where you would plan to move to when you retire? (Base: Working age people who plan
to move when they retire)
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Passport control

Geographical proximity also plays
a role in the choice of around two
in five pre-retirees in Singapore
(43%) and Malaysia (37%) who
want to retire to Australia. Over
a quarter (27%) of working age
people in Singapore would like to
retire to Malaysia, even closer to
home.

For working age people, choosing
where to retire is influenced by a
variety of geographical, historical,
cultural and economic factors.
While almost a quarter (24%) of
working age people plan to move
in retirement but stay in the same
country, a further 17% plan to
move abroad. The USA has the
most appeal worldwide, with
19% of retirees wishing to move
there. Almost half of working age
people in Brazil (49%) and Mexico
(48%) would like to retire to the
USA, and it is the most popular
destination for a third (35%) of
working age people in India. Other
popular destinations globally
are Australia (17%) and Canada
(16%).

New Zealand is also popular with
pre-retirees in Asia, with around a
quarter of those in Taiwan (28%),
Malaysia (24%) and Singapore
(23%) favouring a move to this
country in retirement.
For Taiwanese working age
people, geography is not the only
factor. As well as New Zealand,
many would consider Canada
(34%), Japan (33%) and the UK
(16%) as places to retire.

Canada also figures strongly as a
retirement destination for working
age people in Mexico (30%) and
Brazil (24%) – while many (33%)
Canadians favour moving to their
neighbouring country, the USA,
when they retire.
Elsewhere, motivations to move
are more varied. For example,
more than a third (34%) of
working age people in the UK
would consider retiring to Spain,
a traditionally popular retirement
destination for the British.
In Turkey, working age people are
most keen on retiring to Germany
(19%) and the Netherlands
(16%), both relatively close to
Turkey and with established
Turkish communities and stable
economies.

The West and Australasia are the most desirable retirement destinations
Retirement destination

Global
average

Most desirable destination for people in:

USA

19

%

Brazil
49%

Mexico
48%

India
35%

Australia

17

%

Singapore
43%

Malaysia
37%

India
20%

Canada

16

%

Taiwan
34%

Mexico
30%

Brazil
24%

New Zealand

11

%

Taiwan
28%

Malaysia
24%

Singapore
23%

United
Kingdom

11

India
24%

Taiwan
16%

Indonesia
15%

%

Q. Which of the following countries would you like to retire to? (Base: Working age people who plan to move to another country
when they retire)
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Practical steps towards
a better retirement
Here are some important insights and practical actions drawn from the research findings, which may help today’s
retirement savers plan a better financial future for themselves.

1
2
3
4
26

Be realistic about your retirement aspirations
Almost three in four (73%) retirees have been unable to realise at least one of their hopes and
aspirations since retiring.
Retirement can offer many choices. Decide what kind of retirement you want and be honest with
yourself about how much it will cost.

Review your long-term working plans
Over half (56%) of working age people plan to semi-retire before fully retiring.
Consider at what age you can realistically afford to fully retire, and if you expect to semi-retire or keep
working for longer.

Consider your wider financial commitments
More than three-quarters (78%) of working age people, and three in five (60%) retirees, provide regular
financial support to at least one other person.
Providing financial support for family members – your partner or spouse, your children, your ageing
parents – may be a reality through your working life and into your retirement. Consider your own and
your family’s long-term financial needs, and make sure to include both in your retirement planning.

Have a clear retirement plan
Nearly two thirds (66%) of working age people who have received or expect an inheritance believe it
will fully or partly fund their retirement. However, less than a third (32%) of all working age people have
received an inheritance.
Consider how you will fund your retirement and don’t bank on receiving an inheritance. Make sure you
have a realistic financial plan in place and seek professional financial advice if you need help.

The Future of Retirement Choices for later life
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The research
The Future of Retirement is a world-leading independent research study into global retirement trends,
commissioned by HSBC. It provides authoritative insights into the key issues associated with ageing populations
and increasing life expectancy around the world.
This report, Choices for later life, is the eleventh in the series and represents the views of more than 16,000 people
in 15 countries and territories:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Australia
Brazil
Canada
France
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Mexico
Singapore
Taiwan
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States

The findings are based on a nationally representative survey of people of working age (25+) and in retirement, in
each country or territory. The research was conducted online by Ipsos MORI in August and September 2014, with
additional face-to-face interviews in Indonesia and the UAE.
All references to retirees refer to people who are semi or fully retired. Due to limited sample size in the UAE,
research findings on retirees are not available. All references to income refer to gross annual household income.
Global figures are the average of all countries and territories surveyed. All figures are global unless stated
otherwise. Figures have been rounded to the nearest whole number.

HSBC Holdings plc, the parent company of the HSBC Group, is headquartered in London. The Group serves
customers worldwide from over 6,100 offices in 73 countries and territories in Europe, Asia, North and Latin
America, and the Middle East and North Africa. With assets of US $2,634bn at 31 December 2014, HSBC is
one of the world’s largest banking and financial services organisations.
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The Future of Retirement
programme
Since The Future of Retirement
programme began in 2005, more
than 141,000 people worldwide
have been surveyed.
The research findings help
HSBC to understand and meet
the needs of its customers
worldwide. The programme
has positioned HSBC at the
forefront of retirement thought
leadership, and raised awareness
of HSBC as an international
provider of retirement and wealth
management services.

The Future of
Retirement 2015
A balancing act was based on a
survey of over 16,000 people in
15 countries. It focused on the
compromises working people
must make when planning for
their retirement, while also
addressing their current financial
needs.
Key findings included:
■■ Retirement is not the main
savings priority for 85% of
working age people.
■■ Almost two thirds (65%) of
retirees who did not prepare
adequately for a comfortable
retirement did not realise this
until they had retired.
■■ Almost two in five (38%)
working age people are not or
do not intend to start saving
for retirement.
■■ With the benefit of hindsight,
more than a third (36%) of
retirees said they would have
started saving at an earlier
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age and a similar proportion
(34%) say they would have
saved more, to improve
their standard of living in
retirement.

The Future of
Retirement 2013
A new reality represented the
views of over 15,000 people
from 15 countries. It focused on
attitudes to retirement, the impact
of life events on retirement plans
and how financial plans affect
preparedness for retirement.
Key findings included:
■■ There is a potential shortfall in
people’s retirement savings:
on average, people today
expect their retirement to last
for 18 years, but their savings
to last for just 10.
■■ 48% of people surveyed have
never saved specifically for
retirement.
■■ People often prioritise short
term over longer term
savings goals. If they could
afford only one option for a
year, nearly as many people
would choose to save to go
on holiday (43%) as would
choose to save towards
retirement (50%).
■■ The most significant life event
affecting people’s ability to
save for retirement is buying
a home or paying a mortgage
(36%).
A further report, Life after work?
explored the transition into
retirement, ensuring an adequate
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post-retirement income, leaving a
legacy for future generations and
achieving later life aspirations.
Key findings included:
■■ Nearly two-thirds (64%) of
semi-retirees wish they had
worked full-time for longer.
■■ 66% of retirees saw their
income fall on retiring, and
21% saw it fall by more than
half.
■■ The majority (56%) of retirees
are still saving while in
retirement.
■■ 42% of those retirees who
had not prepared adequately
say that some of their
aspirations will not be realised
due to insufficient retirement
preparation.

The Future of
Retirement 2011
The power of planning was based
on findings from 17,000 people
in 17 countries. It focused on
the importance of planning for a
happy retirement, and the steps
people can take towards building
an effective financial plan.
Key findings included:
■■ Nearly one in five
respondents (19%) did not
know what their main source
of retirement income would
be.
■■ Respondents in the West
believe that they will be
worse off in retirement than
their parents’ generation,
while in emerging economies,
people believe that they will

be better off.
■■ 50% of respondents
worldwide did not have a
financial plan in place.
■■ On average, those with
financial plans amassed
nearly two-and-a-half times
more in retirement savings
compared to those without
financial plans, known as a
‘planning premium’.
A further report, Why family
matters, focused on the
significant role played by the
family not only in shaping
individuals’ financial needs, but
also by supporting their efforts to
meet those needs.
Key findings included:
■■ 65% of men said that they
made all the financial decisions
in their home, compared to
53% of women.
■■ Nearly half of women (47%)
stopped saving for retirement
when they had children,
compared to just 15% of men.
■■ 60% have never sought
professional financial advice,
instead choosing to rely on
friends and family.

The Future of
Retirement 2009
It’s time to prepare examined
findings from a survey of 15,000
people in 15 countries. It looked
at the growing importance of
exercising financial responsibility
to prepare for an age of increasing
financial independence.
Key findings included:
■■ People’s short-term survival
strategies in the midst of
recession are creating a
serious long-term pensions
‘downturn deficit’.
■■ There is a continuing lack
of pensions planning, even
though people are aware that
they were likely to live longer.
■■ The situation is exacerbated
by poor levels of financial
understanding, education and
access to advice.

The Future of
Retirement 2008
Investing in later life examined
data collected from over 21,000
people in 25 countries to
investigate how people prepare
for what was emerging as the
‘second half of their lives’.
Key findings included:
■■ Leaving knowledge and a
perspective on life is seen as
more important than leaving
heirs money and material
wealth.
■■ Pre-retirement generations
(40-60 years) have high
expectations of later life but
remain largely ill-prepared for
it.
■■ Enforced savings are seen
as the way to fund longer
retirement years.

The Future of
Retirement 2007
The new old age was based on
research amongst 21,000 people
across 21 countries. It focused
on the rapid rise in the number
of frail and dependant elderly
people. The report revealed how
older people, those in their 60s
and 70s, were vitally important
to families, communities and
workplaces.
Key findings included:
■■ The majority of people have
positive aspirations about
retirement.
■■ They reject age-based
restrictions on work and
want employers to adapt and
provide new flexibility in the
workplace.
■■ Older people make enormous
contributions as volunteers,
workers, and family
members.

The Future of
Retirement 2006

countries. The report examined
how families, the workplace and
the role of government worked to
meet people’s hopes
Key findings included:
■■ Enforced private saving is the
preferred choice for funding
retirement in nearly all
countries.
■■ People are aware of the
practical limitations on what
their governments and
employers can do.
■■ They are resigned to the
increased role of the
individual in providing for
retirement.

The Future of
Retirement 2005
In a world of rising life
expectancies was the first report,
based on the views of 11,453
people in 10 countries. The
research found that, worldwide,
attitudes to ageing and to older
people vary dramatically, with
many people having very positive
attitudes to older people and to
their own later years.
Key findings included:
■■ Retirement is seen as a
time of opportunity and
reinvention.
■■ There is a global rejection of a
mandatory retirement age.
■■ The changing role of the
family and the breakdown
of the traditional family
structure.
The 2005 Future of Retirement
report was produced in
partnership with Harris Interactive
and Age Wave. The 20062008 reports were produced
in partnership with the Oxford
Institute of Ageing. Harris
Interactive and Age Wave were
also involved in the 2006 report.
The 2009-2013 reports were
produced in partnership with
Cicero Group. This report was
produced in partnership with
Ipsos MORI.

What the world wants examined
the findings from interviews
with 21,329 individuals and 6,018
private sector employers in 20
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